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Consonants
/d/ duck /r/ ring /ʤ/ jam
/p/ pig /h/ house /ʃ/ show
/b/ bed /f/ fish /ʧ/ chicken
/t/ top /v/ van /θ/ think (voiceless)
/k/ king /s/ sun /ð/ them (voiced)
/g/ go /z/ zoo /ŋ/ sing
/m/ moon /l/ leaf /j/ yes
/n/ night /w/ wash /ʒ/ measure

Vowels
/e/ race /a/ pop  /ɛ/ mess
/i/ sleep /ɪ/ sit  /æ/ bag
/aɪ/ pie /ʌ/ cup /ɔɪ/ toy
/o/ soap /ɔ/ saw /aʊ/ proud
/u/ too /ʊ/ foot /ɝ/ her

Speech-Language Pathologists (SLPs) evaluate a child’s 
speech production to identify specific sound disorders. 
When recording assessment data, SLPs transcribe the 
child’s speech using symbols of the International Phonetic 
Alphabet (IPA) to accurately identify the specific sounds 
and words produced. The IPA is a universal system of 
symbols representing specific sounds of language. 

When analyzing a child’s speech, the IPA symbols provide 
a more accurate description of the sounds the child 
produces in words. Many of the speech sounds are a 
direct representation of the letter. For example, the sound 
of the letter “p” in the word “pay” corresponds with 
the IPA symbol /p/. However, some letters are produced 
differently, such as the letter “c” in the words “cat” 
and “cereal.” Different IPA symbols are used for each 
of these (/k/ for cat and /s/ for cereal). The standardized 
IPA symbols provide clarity in order to target the specific 
speech sound in error and develop articulation goals 
accordingly.

The following is a list of common IPA symbols used by 
Speech-Language Pathologists:
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